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INTRODUCTION 

A.lfred North vlhitehead ~'lTas born in 1861 in Ramsgate. Kent. 

He was first a mathematician; he taught at the University of 

London. One of his most well-known ~lOrks is Principia lvla the

matica, in the writing of which he collaborated with Bertrand 

Russell. Secondly, -he was a philosopher of science & The Con

~epts of Nature was his expression of this interest in natural 

science. In 1924, Whitehead went to Harvard University where 

he joined the faculty as professor'of philosophy. It is here 

that he formulated his organic philosophy. With this philos

ophy he tried to unite all the different components of the '; 

world. He is said to have fused empiricism and,rationalism 

with this philosophy 0 

The first chapter of this paper gives the basic concepts 

of Whitehead's Philosophy of Organism. A certain amount of 

his cosmology and epistemology must be explored in order to see 

the significance of the second and more important chapter on 

God t s place in 1J.Ihitehead' s system. God has reserved for him

self a special place in all philosophies down through the ages 

and it is interesting to see just how l;>Jhltehead handles God. 

One basic problem in reading Whitehead is the barrier 

his language sets UPa One can never be very sure of precisely 

what 1f.lhitehead means because he uses 'terms in ferent ways 

at different times. To" many ordinary -.,.rords vlhi teheed has 



attached a different meaning. 'fhen at times, Whitehead simply 

contradicts himself. unless his intent is to twist the meaning 

of a word for one isolated. case which is doubtful. \.~hi tehead 

was aware of this language problem. He himself thought lan

guage "Jas inadequate. He said that language requires an im

aginative leap for its understanding. 1 He seemed well aware 

of this problem from the beginning, but never really worried 

too much about it. He appeared to be willing to write within 

the inadequacies of his language. The result of all this is 

the complexity involved in comprehending what ioihitehead wrote. 

Despi te the inadequacies, we can still appreciate ~tihi te

head's Philosophy of Organism. This paper is an effort to do 

SOe I can only hope to explore and present IrJhitehead for what 

he is wqrth, pointing up some of his' strengths and some of his 

inconsistencies.. The accent is on God,'s position, which can 

only be conSidered after attaining some understanding of his 
'.. 

metaphysics. 
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I. 	 PHILOSOPHY OF OHGANISIV! 

Whitehead's Metaphlsics 

BACKGROUND 

Whitehead's attempt is one of breaking out into a new 

philosophical system. The scientific revolution of the six

teenth and seventeenth centuries gave him his inspiration. 

This revolution was anti-philosophical, a return to the con

templation of brute. fact. The seventeenth century answer to 

the Ionian question "l~hat is the world made of?" was ~ "the 

world is a succession of instantaneous configurations of matter. 

or of materialo n1 Aristotle and his philosophy was of no help 

to the advance of physical science in ·the pUddle Ages, because 

he classified instead of measuring like Plato and Pythagoras 

had done. 

Wh~tehead develops a Speculative Philosophy, i.e. he tries 

lito frame a coherent: t logical, necessary system of general ideas 

in terms of which every element of our experience can be inter

preted. n2 His efforts, he claims, are built on the thought of 

the modern day European empirists includtng: Decartes. Locke, 

Burne, Kant, Spinoza. Leibniz, and Berkeley. Whitehead claimed 

to be a Platonist, and stated that all of European philosophy 

was merely a series of footnotes to Platoo True. ·~lhitehead ad

mired Plato's worlc, but whether or not he could be called a 

Platonist remains to be seen. 
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\tIhat Whitehead proposes is a Philosohy of Organism where 

the so16 concern is the flbecomingll of events. It is a system 

where the relatedness of every event is of primary importance. 

illvJ.atter ll had been the basis of nature in past philosophies; 

It organismli took over this position in il'Ihl tehead' s philosophy. 

All experiences are united; they are not simply detached and 

passing events. And each is the outcome of a feeling of the 

whole of the rest of the world.. &n "entity" or "event" is the 

term "vJhi tehead useS for the most bastc unit of being. Anything 

real is an entity. Entities are the concrete factso ~ocke 

was very close to an organic philosophy, but his revision of 

the traditional categories '>Jas not drastic enough. Hume would 

have gotten closer had he not balked at overthr01..ring Aristotle's 

subject-predicate relationship. Leibniz's "monadrs" are close 

to what Whitehead had in mind 1tJi th II enti ty" but he retained the 

Cartesian substance which separated him from ~~hi teheed. 

Hhiteheadts philosophy is one of organisms evolving into 

more complex states. Organisms endure through a type of ev

olution. These entities are constantly undergo'ing a process 

and are at all times related to all other events in the world. 

Each entity retains its own identity throughout its enduranoe. 

Each event by reason of its own limitation has a certain valu~ 

but also by reason of its very nature, it r.equires the inter

looking relationship l,\li th the whole world in order to be i t

self. By mere enduranoe this value is retained. 

Following upon his background, ·VJhl tehead uses ne. tural 
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science and the world as his basis, and to this he tries to re

late aesthetic, moral, and religious interests. He builds his 
o 

realistic, systematic philosophy to "harmf-nize, refashion, and 

justify divergent institutions as to the nature of things"lI) 

ACTOAL ENrI'rIES 

In the philosophy of organism, the "soul" in Hume and the 

"mind"in Locke and Hume are expressed by the phrase l1 actual 

entity" or /tactual occasion," both meaning the same th 

This is the idea referred to in the previous section by the 

term ftentity.lf An actual entity is a ~~ in the Cartesian 

sense of the term, i.e. what he referred to as II substance." 

This must be qualified to mean Decartes· substance in its 

Actual entities are what the world is 'made of. They a~e the 

final, real things. Apart from them there is nothing. They 

are the Ifsubjectsll of "'lhich the i~orld is composed and are in 

control of their 'own immediacy of becoming. "God is an actual 

entity, and so is the most trivial puff of existence in far off 

empty space. ,,4 

These actual entities are self-creative, yet in part they 

are decided by other actual entities; this is essential to 

their Ubeing fl as they exist in a fiul tiplici ty~ of other occasions. 

They cannot be conceived of in abstraction from these others. 

This is important because a neh;rork is necessary to maintain 

WhitE?head's system. All entities are~potentially part of every 

other entity. It is within the nature of "being" that it be 
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potency for every "becoming." This relationship is, expressed 


by whitehead as the Principle of Relativity. 


Just'what an actual entity is, £s up to its own becoming. 

It is 6l:'N. a state of process of development where the outcome is 

a creative synthesis, individual and passing. This creativity 

is assured by the principle of process. It allows for origin

ality and spontaneity of decision in each actual occasion. In

dividuality is at its strongest here., 

Whitehead seems at best paradoxical as he explains this 

individuality and its relationship to other occasions" Al

though an event is self-creative and individual, it is also sub

je,ct to the influence of other occasions" ~le can assume that 

'there is no Single actual oQ(oasion, in the sense of an.isolated 

act'ual occasioTI, but we must also believe that somehow !lEach 

actual occasion enjoys a fleeting moment of sub,jective exist 

~, its phase of subjective immediacy. During the phase, an 

occasion is. utterly alone making of itself what it can"u.5 The 

fact remains. for it is expressed all too 'clearly by Whitehead 

in numerous passages, that actual entities involve each other. 

'rhis is by reason of their preb.ension of each other. rtprehen

sionn \'Iill be treated in a later section. 

As c~n be seen, Whitehead has made actual entities supreme. 

Beyond them there is nothing; they are in actuality somewhere, 

and potency everywhere. 'fhis j,s the Ontological Principle" 

Stated simply it says that actual entities are the only reasons. 

Included here also is the principle of efficient and final 
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causation. Only actual entities are efficient and final causes. 

Due to their relg, tedness'. actual ent i ties form a together

ness with'each other. and this constitutes a "nexus," as White

head has termed it. .6.. nexus occurs 'tIlhen a set of actual enti;i..' 

ties are related due to their immanence oL one another. Actual 

entities involved must have a common event (an eternal object) 

w'hich is derived from all members of the social group of actual 

eJitites. 

If one such nexus is of extraordinary imp0rtance it may 
. ' 6 

be termed a Region, Society, Living Organlsm. or Person. 

vjhiteheadgives special emphasis to "Society.1I He calls it a 

nexus l"yi th social order. He also refers to every physi cal ob

ject which endures temporally as a Societye Endurance gives a 

thing importance. itJhich it retains. throughout its continuance. 

This means that,many things Whitehead originally referred to 
I ' 

(or at least seemed to be referring to) as actual enitites, are 
. I 

now seen in a more expanded light as societies. The distinction 

is this: societies endure and are made up of a succession of 

nexus (plural of nexus) each of which is the whole realized 

society lncluding its history up to that stage of existence. 

A society is a continuous chain of antecedent nexus. ori the 

other hand, actua,l occas ions have no history, nev~r change, -bhey 

only become' and perisho It is in this perishing that they as

sume a new metaphysical function.. But the mere acts of becom

. ,. t?34~~(' ~r~
ing and. perishing along !'lTi th the fact that; tney,x '" anaC ;"uali ty 

which undergoesconcrescenc8)irnplies a time lapse 'Within the 
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existence of an actual occasion, thus, at least a brief endur

ance. \'Ihitehead says that; !lAn actual entity is the enjoyment of 

a certain quantum of physi~al time. 1I 7 He also says that nit 

GSUbjeC~ sses from a subjective aim in concrescence into a 

superject with objective immortality. 1t 8 This would seem to take 

some amo~~t of time. 

In Religion 1n the Naking \>.1 hi tehead deals with this ques

tion. Here he says every entity is in its essence social and 

requires the society in order to exist. The society for each 

entity, actual or ideal, is the all inclusive universe, includ

ing its ideal forms. 9 The question then is this: Does not the 

term society, in effece, mean the same thing as actual entity? 

. I think the answer must be negative because a society is a 

chain of nexus which endures. ItJhen \>lhitehead speaks ·of the con

crescence.of an actual entity, he does not thinl{ of a temporal 

process in the way we usually do~ "Time n to him here means a 

!·perpetual perishing"lIl0 l>ihat we norm.allythink of as time 

involves a division into past, present, and future. Such a 

concept of time would not explain Whitehead's concept since his 

philosophy is one of continuous process. It must be pointed 

out that T"jhitehead is not consistent in his use of the wbrd 

"time. I would have to say that in the light of the abovei'! 

stateI)lent from Religion the r'1aking Hhitehead does cover the 

possibility of every actual. entity being part of a society, be

cause he does make the universe itself a society. I would thinlc 

that there would certainly be few actual entities which were 
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not part of a society. 'l:he question that still remains in my 

mind is how can actual entities. which do not endure or change, 

go together to form a society which does endure? It seems that 

Whitehead has not expressed himself too clearly on tM.s matter. 

At least I confess tha,t I am not too olear on how he distin

guishes aotual entities from sooieties. 

In summary, the role of the actual oocasion in the world 

is this: The aotual temporal v.rorld is a multlplicity of' ocoa

sions of actualization. These occasions are the primary units 

composing the world. Each l,s an Piepoohaloocasiontft and the 

aotual world is a community of these. 

ETERl'IIAL OBSBCTS 
1 

Besides aotual entities t ~~hit!3head speaks of another type 

of' fundamental entity which he calls the /I eternal objects. It 

All other entities only express how these two fundamental types 

are in ,community with eaoh other in the aotual world. Eternal 

objects are transoendent entities; they are potentiality wait

ing to be realized by actual entities. rrhey apply to all ac

tual entities hlTi thin their limitations) and oan be aotualized 

by any number of them. "Ingression" is the term used 'to describE 

the prooess of an eternal objeot being realized by an actual 

entity. Eternal objeots are abstract, meaning they exist by 

themselves without r&ference to ~n occasion, ieee before ingres

sion. In this sense they are said to be isolated. ~~hi tehead 

points out three ways in whioh an eternal object can be oompre

hended: 1) by aoquaintance with its partioular individuality; 
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2) in its general relationship with other eternal objects as 

apt for realization in actual occasions, or 3) by acquaintance 

with the general principl~ which expresses its ingression in 

particular actual. occasions. Before ingression, their relation 

ships do not involve individual essences. 

Eterna.l objects are very different from actual occasions; 

they are able to be actualized indeflnitly without change. as 

their name eternal object implies. i~ different eternal object 

is produced if any change in its individual essence takes place 

'rheir function is bound up with actual entities. 'rhey provide 

ingredients for actual entities. obtaining effectiveness only 

in the becoming of an actual entity_ This of course means that 

they become effective (actualized) by the decision of some 

entity. Actuality can be said to be a togetherness of actual 

occasions and eternal objects. 

Eternal objects are immutab1e and primordial; they are of 

course eternal but they must depend on God for their effective

ness. God envisages all eternal objects in his primordial na

ture. This does n~t mean that they are created by God; they 

are not. He presupposesthern. just as they presuppose him. 

They do. however, in a sense belong to the divine primordial 

self. Whitehead is forced to state the definite location of 

eterna.l objects because he stat.es"Everything must be some

where; and here • somewhere' means some actual entity.ni1 This 

is because of the Ontological Principle which states actual 

entities are the only reasons. So Whitehead uses the actual 
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entity God as a place of " subsistence n 'for eternal objects. He 

says they are components of the primordial nature of God. Nore 

will be said about this latero 

'r-here is also the case of complex eternal 6b jects, where. 

a hierarchy of abstraction can be built up by proceeding from 

simple to more complex eternal objects. The higher the degree 

of complexity, the.IDore gained in the approach to the full con

creteness of an actual occasion. 

fI ••• eternal obj.ectsp as in God's primordial nature, con

stltute the Platonic world of ideas. H12 Whitehead even goes 

all the way back to Pythagoras in his aceount of the connectlon 

between actual occasions and eternal objects •. He says it is 

out of Pythagoras' discussion of mathematics that the idea a

rose " Whitehead claims to hav.e merel,y amplified it. In efforts 

to clarify actual occasions and eternal objects t~hitehead has 

paralleled them in the roughest possible way to Particulars and 

Universals, respectivelyp which are spoken of throughout the 

history of philosophy. 

Whitehead's Cosmology 

PROCESS 

In process philosophy the term "event" is used in place 

of the old "substance'~" This gives the nature of things a sense 

of happeningo All actualities in the universe are processes of 

experience; thus making the universe an advanc assemblage of 

these processes. In the Philosophy of Organism events are in 
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the process of becoming, and t.his includes the process of'lI con
1\ \"tJl-\\c.~ 

crescenc~Als an actual entity's moving toward its final 'cause 

(its growing). Growth and creative process are fundamental. 

An occaSion's concrescence is built upon past occasionse Every 

occasion. must take lnto account its past occasions. 'rhese past 

occasions are sai~ to supply ddta for present ones. ,The pro

cess of eXPeriencing is made up of the reception of data (also 

called objects) into the unity of that complex occasion which 

is th~ process itself~ All occasions require these antecedent 

data, l'1hich are said to be the ground of the concrescent process, 

New occasions must make active reference to entities composing 
/ 

1ts past.. At the same tlme the prese'nt entity bears in its 

essence the relationship it will have for the future; so the 

future is also im.'1lanent in the pres~nt. 

PREHENSION 

This relationship of present to past occasions begins with 

the idea of "prehension." Prehension is at the root of ~.Jhi te

head's cosmology" :rhis doctrine along ,with n objectificationl' 

he derived from Locke., Ali prehensions consist of'three fac

tors:' 1) the subject--the actual entity prehending; 2) the 

datum--which is prehended; and 3) the subjective form--which 

is .!:!.2! the subject prehends the datum.. 'rhere are two kinds of 

prehension--physlcal and conceptual, the former being the pre

hension of actual entities, the latter of eternal objects. 

These make up the two poles of every occaslon--the mental and 

the phYSical. There are also two species of prehensions: pos
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itive and negative. Positive refers to the normal objectifica

tion of clatum into the subject, while negative is the elimina

tion of the datum" ~lhi tehead refers to prehension as the 'Ifeel_ 

ingfl of one thing by another. Some species of the subjective 

form (comparable to a medium) are: emotions, valuations, pur

poses, adversions (valuation upward}, aversion (valuation down

't'lard), consciousness. 

Prehension acts as an important bond in \>1hitehead's sys

tem.. It is ,Sort of a lIuni ting force'." Joad calls ita grasp

ing or taking hold of one thing by another. 1J Emmet says it 

is lithe grasping by one actual entity of some aspect or part 

of other actual entities, and appropriating them in the forma

tion of its Ot'ln nature. u14 It is a binding force that every 

entity has with eV{3ry other entity; this can be through either 

positive or negative prehension. 

Physical prehenSion, being the more concrete, describes 

hm'1 an occasion in its immediacy of being absorbs another oc

caSion which has perished. Only perishing actual entities are 

data" By perishing they are said to have passed into ftobjec

tive immortality,lI i.e. they do not cease to be useful, but 

continue in a different metaphYSical state. Conceptual pre

hensions are derived from physical prehensions. There is still 

a third type of feellng--"hybri,d" feeling. Every subject is 

first effected by hybrid phYSical feelings, in which God's 

conceptual feelings are the data. This is how entities pre

hend God. The other function of hybrid feelings is that they 
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feel the conceptual feelings of other actual entities. So in 

completion, conceptual feelings prehend eternal objects. Thls 

conceptual prehension is the actualization of id68.l possibil

ities.. So conceptual feelings must wait until at least some 

physical and hybrid feelings have taken place before becoming 

operative •. Conceptual and physical prehensions ~tV.ork together 

in forming an actual occasion; in doing this a fusion of the 

ideal (referred to as appearance by \~hi tehead) and the actual 

(referred to as reality) takes place. With this type of de

velopment in mind. ·~.Jhi tehead speaks of the progressive concres

cence of prehensi0!l§. as forming the unity of a subJect.15 

FH,EEDOl:ll 

\'>[ith the)influence of the past lying so heavily, on the 

present becoming of an occaSion, which in turn bears on the 

future. something must be said of freedom. 'Whitehead speaks 

of the category of Freedom and Determination: 

The concrescence of ea·ch i11dividual actual 
entity is internally determined and externally 
freee •• in each concrescence whatever is deter
minable· is·determined, but.~ •. there is always 
a remainder for the decision of the subject
superject of that concrescence ••••This final 
deciSion is the reaction of the unity of the 
whole to its own internal determination. This 
reaction is the final modification of emotion, 
appreciation, and purpose16 

The problem arises from Whitehead's efforts to maintain 

freedom, 1l1hich he must do, so that the world' can experience nov 

elty in its self-creative advance, while at the same time, main 

taining an interconnected process moving through time. ..lays 
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down two principles for actual occasions to folloN' when under

go creativity: 1} the novel consequent:: must preserve some 

idenity with the original event (the ground), 

and 2) the novel consequent must perserve some contrast with' 

the original event. 1? The first of these is to retain definite 

ness, while the second obtains vividness and quality_ Freedom 

and individuality lie in Self-creation whose immediate activity 

is separate and private. At the same time through the imman

ence of the past and the immanence of the future, the occasions 

are connected. Each moment of experience has to be a transi

tion between two worlds, the immediate past and the immediate 

future. 

Occasions arise as effects in light of their past, and 

en~as causes in light of their future. Since this causality 

is inde:pendent (self-creative) it forms the ground for freedom 

in the universe, while strict determination is an exaggeration 

of the interrelatedness of actual entities in the world. 

This is a typical development in Whitehead. He often 

brings ti'lO contrasting matters together by saying they both 

apply but in a different sense; or that they both can function. 

but from different points of view or opposite ends. \~e are not 

accustomed to this type of resolution and sometimes 'vJhi tehead 

tal{es advantage of this b,Y stretch tng his "paradoxes" too far. 

'ro summarize some of 1Jlhitehead f s thoughts on becoming and 

process, we look to Process Reality where he says: 

o •• experience involves a becoming, that 
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becoming means that something becomes 9 and 
that ~ becomes involves repetition tran~a 
formed into novel immediacy. (italics his) . 

All entities are active and are broken down into modes of 

functioning which together make up their process of becoming. 

'fhefuture is the cOIp[)lning of eternal objects with actual 

entities which then become being~ but always within the lim

itations of the actuality. As I understand it, this is why 

for example, the actuality ~ cannot realize the eternal 

object flying. 

SA'rISPAc'rION--PERISHING 

All actual entities are in constant concrescence through 

prehensi(;m. 'rhe final phase in this process of concrescence 

is a complex, fully deberminatrc; feeling, and this is. called 

the "satisfaction!' of an actual occasion. Concrescence is the 

building up of this satisfaction. This then is termination 

of an actual entity's becoming. Order is an actual entity 

reaching satisfaction.. Disorder exists because this order is 

only partially reached, i.e. all actual entities do not attain 

satisfaction. When an actual occasion does reach satisfaction, 

it perishes 'rhe doctrine of becoming is nO\lJ balanced with$ 

the doctrine of p~rishlng. That is to say, perishing initiates 

becoming. Upon perishing an actual entity passes into nOll

being Where it becomes datum for another occasion. 'rhis is 

how the past lives in the present. Upon .. perishing entities 

do not become nothing~ but remain a stubborn fact. They perish 

only to assume a new place in the process of generation. How 
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the past perishes is how the future becomes. This state of 

being of an occasion Whitehead has termed its "objective im

mortality.1I 

\'ihat is divested of its own living immediacy 
becomes 'a real component in other living im
mediacies of becoming. This is the doctrine 
that the creative advance of the world is the 
becoming, the perishing, and the objective 
immortalities of those things which jointly 
constitute stubborn fact. 19 

A brief sketch of \·Jhi tehead' s cosmology might sound like 

this: Actual occasions become and then perish; as they perish 

they obligate other occasions to take account of them." Then 

there are the unchanging possibilities for realization. the 

eternal objects, which take part in the actual occasion's novel 

concrescence. Finally, there is the underlying metaphysical 

principle of the universe, the ultimate activity which White

head now calls "creativity~n 

Whitehead's Epistemologx 

i-lhatvJhitehead says about epistemology seems very difficult 

to understand. Victor Lowe, who is probably one of the best 

commentators 011 Whitehead, says that with certain topics. like 

the theory of human knowledge. Whitehead went too far, and as 

a result did not adequately elucidate them. It is with this in 

mind that I will try to give some thoughts on Hhitehead's Epis

temolgy. 

'rHE F'ALLACY OF IllISFLACED-CONCHE'rENESS 

. First I have to point out some traditions vihi tehead did 
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not accent. "Re abandoned the idea of simple location as being 

the primary way matter (entity to him) is involved with space 

and t 'I'his had been taken to be the fundamental fact of 

concrete nature in earlier philosophies. Whitehead's system 

requires that in a sense everything is everywhere at all times. 

Every location involves an aspect of itself in every other 10

catione To hold that this occupation of space is a real fact 

without reference to anything else and that things are simply 

located would have been inconsistent. Whitehead calls this 

error liThe Fallacy of IfJisplaced-Concreteness. It He complains 

that things which have actually been abstracted from reality 

for speqial purposes of thought have sometime~been taken as 

real. The fallacy involves neglecting this degree of abstrac

tion involved when considering a certain point e ·Whi tehead 

claims that this fallacy has added much confusion to the seven

teenth century scientific scheme. In his philosophy t '\'/hi te

head makes actual entities incapable of abstraction from each 

other, thus helping to avoid this problem. 

\~hi tehead draws on the ids.a of substance and quali ty as 

as example of this fallacy. This, like si:mple location, is 

the usual context in which we think of things; they a:pe the 

most natural ideas for the human mind. ~~hi tehef:H3. admits that 

they are useful for getting our idea~ straight. ~I]hat he objectE 

to is that we do not think concretely because of this fallacy, 

but rather 1'li th simplified mat ters of fact. He eventually will 

see these to t)e lOgidal constructions of abstractions instead 
I 
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of concrete matters of fact e \-Whi tehead claimS that all dual

ism is a result of thisrnistaking an abstraction for a concrete 

fact.- However. many times Vihitehead rna.kes use of dualism him

s~lf as he attributes two qualities to one entity~ 

KNO';JLEDGE 

Whitehead is in basic agreement with the subject-object 

relation as being the fundamental structural pattern of exper

ience. vJhat he doesn't agree with is the subject-object as 

identified with knower-known. 

IIKnowledge is the conscious discrimination of objects 

experienced. ,,20 \oJhi tehead' s epistemology is not the ordinary 

type based on principles and demonstration, but rather on di.~ 

reet observation and common sense. Sense perception is signi

ficant, but it is only the superficial part of our experience. 

Causal experience is the more fundamental & 'rhese two modes of 

perception he calls lipresentat ional" immediacyu and II causal 

efficacy" respectively. Presentational immediacy is a clear, 

definite level of perception, whereas causal efficacy is more 

vaguee 

"Symbolic reference ll is an attempt by \IJhitehead to bring 

these t-v-l0 modes of perception together. iJJhat he does is estab

lish.common ground for both types. He finds tilpresented locus u 

and lithe identity of an eternal object" to be identical com

ponents in each" In this way he joins the two types of per

ception which go together to make up knowledge. 
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It is a. very subjective and interpretive method by which 

he claims to have solved the problem. Victor Lowe has accused 

Whitehead of handling the conceptual element in perceptual 

knowledge on the metaphysical plane instead of the epistemolog

ical. I would say that with \oJ"hitehead's theory of knowledge 

being one of objects experienced through perception, he had to 

handle it on the metaphysical plane. The real question, it 

seems, is whether this is .an epistemology at all. Does mere 

casual experience and sense perception make a theory of know

ledge? I think not. vJhi teheali has completely avoided principle" 

concepts, the intellect, memory, and other epistemological 

Uentities." 
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II. GOD IN WHITEH.EAD'S METAPHYSICS 

Background 

Throughout the history o:f philosophy there has always 

been one element which has consistently :found its way into 

many systems. This one element is some sort of supreme being, 

an ultimate control r o:f all (or a god of one variety or an

other).' The ancient Greeks are famous for their many gods, and 

this' need. as it 1'Jere, has stayed with man ever since. Plato 

left us with what called the Demiurge or Craftsman. 'This 

was the Good Craftsman of the "Timaeus lt which fashioned and 

ordered all material things to a good end. This is Soul at 

its best and most perfected state. It is. interesting to 'nr>te 

A
that Plato speaks of matter as eternal, creating",dualism 

Aristotle advanced the idea of God to a.n eternal, immate

rial substance with no possibility of change or motion, and he 

called this the Unmoved Hover. Epicurus·then followed and de

nied the gods any 'relationship or influence on the world at 

alle He did, however, maintain that there were gods, ,because 

of our II images·' of them. 

Then the early, Christian theologians developed their doe-

trine 'in which the immanen'ce of God was manifest through the 

person of Christ. Whitehead saw three phases in the history 



of Christianity; 1) Plato's idea that God should be conceived 

of as a persuasive agency (this he calls one of the greatest 

intellectual discoveries in the history of reI on); 2} the 

supreme,moment in Christian history--Christ's life; and 3) the 

fact that the early Christian theologians SaW what metaphysics 

required in making the plurality of the individuals consistent 

wi th the unity of the Universe.. They Saw that the tlforld re

quired a union with God and God required a union with the ~.JorlcJ" 

But this third point has been grossly underestimated. The 

early C~ristian theologians made the metaphysical discovery 

of divine immanence, but there they stopped.rhey should have 
IN T'EP.M~ of 

gone on to" conceive of the world A , metaphysical categories 

through Nhich God is interpreted. They also should have gone 

on, vlhitehead says, to conceive of God in these metaphysical 

categories.. They did see God as necessary to the \'lorld t but 

not the World necessary to God. 

Because they did not follow this through, the Classi 

'rheological school arose based. on the Augustinian notion of 

God being wholly transcendent. vIhi te11ead challenges theology 

today 

to show how the t-iorld is founded on something 
beyond mere transcient fact and how it issues 
something beyond the perishing of occasions ..... 
We ask Theology to express that element in per~' 
ishing lives which is undying by reason of its 
expression of ~erfectj.ons proper to our own fi
nite natures. 2 . 

But Whitehead does not wait for theologians to develop this. 

comes very close to answering his own question in Adventures 
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of Ideas ..There he speaks of the possibility of man hal.ving a 

!fsoul" w·hich llmay be free from its complete dependence upon 
;;..,..Y~
h,~ 

the bod 1ly organization .,,23 ·rhis leaves room for lmmortali ty 

of the soul and an immanent connection with the divine. 

'when Wrii tehead constructed his God. he tried to do so 

in the light of those early Christian theologians l.e~ within 

the metaphysical categories he had set up. His God must be 

one sharing his nature with the world. must be susceptible 

to change and not totally beyond the creatures of the world. 

What Whitehead did in the early part of the twentieth 

century was to set the tempo for much discussion on God and 

the whole idea of process among present day theologians. These 

theologians today are saying exactly the same thing: 

the traditional notion of God ••• is a self
contradictory idea which forms no necessary 
part either of an adequat~4metaPhysics or a 
sound Christian rheology. 

Process theologians are very much in agre~ment ~'li th what \>ihi te

head said. They hold that concrete reality is a creative pro

cess, and they see the new personalism as a reaction to the 

static view of God. 

I will return to this later. but now we need to see how 

Whitehead's God fits and does not fit into his metaphYSics. 

God 

\IIHI'rEHEAD •S NEED OF GOD 

Aristotle had a God because special causes "tiere· required 

to sustain motion.. iilhitehead t s problem is similar; his system 
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requires a God to organize and make available the vast realm 

of possibilities. In this function God 1s ~nown as the Prin

ciple of Concretion. Nothing ~ could become if the past pro

vided everything for the present. There must be novelty and 

adventure. This is ';'1here God. fits in. The fact that order 

exists in creativity indicates a source of order. God provides 

possibilities (Principle of Concretion) but he must also limit 

possibilities to maintain order; here God is the Principle of 

Limitation* 

All of ltJhitehead' s categories require God as their chief 

and indispensible exe'mplification. 1;Jhitehead attaches this 

role to God. He says: "God is not to be treated as an excep'" 

tion to all metaphysical principles, invoked to save their 

collapse.. He is their chief exemplifi'cation • 112 5 In vJhi tehead9s 

organic system, this principle of life, order, and growth must 

be immanent; \lJhi tehead cannot understand the world apart from 

God, nOr God apart from the world. 

In the end, however, iilhitehead admits, as do many others t 

that "the fact of God is existence turns out:; to be the ultimate 

irrationality when our quest for understanding is pushed to 

its limits. 1I26 

GOD. ;rHE ACrUAL ENTITY 

God is aSSigned the position of an actual entity in v[hi te

head's scheme. "God is an actual entity ••• 112 7 .de also says 

that God is non-temporal. 28 Here Whitehead means that there is 

no becoming or perishing to God, and that he exists always. 
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Right away there seems to be an inconsistenc,Y. l,r,Ihi tehead 

makes God an exceptional actua 1 entity in that he endures al

ways. Yet he has said that God is not an exception to the meta 

physical principles, rather their exemplification. An actual 

entity originates in hybrid physical feelings through which 

it prehenillGod's conceptual feeling. God, however, originates 

from the mental pole i.e. conceptual experlience. 29 Here again 

1'1e see that God is not an actual entity, or at least not an 

ordinary one. In actual entities the physical feelings are 

prior to conceptual ones. God is not like this; he originates 

from the mental pole and actually provides for the first phy

sical feelings of other actual entities. lihat I would then 

propose is that God is not an actua~entity. A better, but 

still lagging status would be that of a society. But even at 

that, he world be a special, more powerful society than any 

other. For he has to be taken account of in every creative 

phase. He is the Principle of Concretion. the Pinciple of 

Limitation, the one whom the world could not exist without. 

His importance is just too great for him to be referred to 

merely as an actual entity. He is something more than that, 

for Whitehead attributes to God characteristics which break 

the bounds of his previously arranged metaphysical categories. 

~..rhi tehead, however, could do noth ing else in light of 

his philosophy. Because of his Ontological Principle he had 

to make God an actual entity, other\'iTise God would be ineffec

tive. and have no influence; he would in fact be nothing. In 
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a vain attempt to keep God within his system.(as an actual 

entity) while at the same time attributing to him all the char

acteristics he felt he must, Whitehead divided his God into 

tllJO natures. This follows clos).y on the Christian doctrine of 

the human and divine natures of God, which did, I am sure, in

fluence Whitehead. 

PRIHORDIAL NATURE 

First there is the primordial nature of God. When \~hi tet 

head referred to God, he was usually speaking of this nature. 

This is, if I may use the term, the "supreme ll side of God; 

here is where God's transcendence lies ~vhi tehead says that0 

this nature "is the unlimited conceptual realization of the 

absolute wealth of potentiality.1I30 As the term suggests, this 

is his first action on the world ~ 'rhis is where eternal ob

jects ,jsubsist" and where they are made available to actual 

entitiese Out of the primordial nature the principles of 

concretion and limitation operate, initiating a definite out

come from an otherwise ambiguous situation. He provides the 

ground for these eternal objects--Principle of Concretion; and 

he limits the infinite possibilities for an actual entity so 

that they can becom~ actual--Principle of Limitation. 

When things are limited there is necessarily implied a 

valuation. So God attaches a value to each new occasion as 

it becomes. Conceptually, God includes all the possibilities 

of value. When an actual entity prehends its initial hybrid 

physical feeli~g. from God it receives its initial start. 
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This start is called its "initial aim" and will be discussed 

at greater length later. But this start gives the actual en

tity a direction in which to develop and something on which 

to build its value~ All of this limitation imposed by God 

Whitehead attributes to his (God's) goodness 0 All of the 

limitation helps to bring order and harmony to the world. T~hite 

head admits that he has no logical reasons why God does this 

other than out of goodness, he says: 

God is the ultimate limitation, and His exist
ence is the ultimate irrationalityo For no 
reason can be given for just that limitation 
which it stands in His nature to impose •••• 
No reason can be given for the nature of God 
because that nature is the ground of ration
ality.)l 

Since all the eternal objects are envisaged in the primor

dial nature of God, all novelty must be a choice between these 

forms of definiteness. But creativity is b~oader; it can ad

vance through permutations and combinations of this infinite 

variety of forms. ~hiteheadsays that this primordial nature 

is infinite. He also says it is devoid of negative prehensions 

It· is also complete and eternal. 'rhis nature is certainly 

not concrete, for his feelings are only conceptual.. Conceptual 
t. 

feelings alone are no~actual, and God does not derive his con

ceptual feelings from other actual occaSions .• 

So we must ask, how can all of this be if God is an act

ual entity'? His whole primordial nature is potency.~ ab

straction from reality. Here ltIhi tehead falls .il'1to one of his 

criticisms of other philosophies,i.e. abstraction leads to 
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the Fallacy of Nisplaced'-Concreteness. It seems he has fallen 
r. 

vict<bm to his mrn warnings. Whitehead even seems to make Em 

exception to one of his most prized Categories of Explanationo 

It is the Principle of Relativity, where every item in the 

world is involved and connected to every other item; Whitehead 

says that it is .£;y this principle that God 1s the " one non-der

1vat!ve actuality, unbound by its prehensi ons to an actual . ~ 

t>1orld • 1t.32 

It is certainly very hard to see God as an actual entity 

within his primordial nature. \~hi tehead evidently realized 

this, because he did attempt to save himself by introducing a 

second'nature of God.. Here~ in what he calls God's "consequent 

nature," he can be more easIly seen as an actual entity. How

ever, it is the two natures together which make up God and 

they must both be consldered before making a judgement., 

CONSEQUENr NA'rURE 

The consequent nature of God is lI'rhe reaction of the tem

poral world on the nature of God ••• n.3.3 'rhls nature stems from 

the Principle of Relativity. In his consequent nature God 

physically prehends other actual anti ties. 'rhis nature is not 

complete like}the primordial. ,It develops as time goes on, but 
I 

it is non-temporal in the sense that it is everlasting and 

does not perish. It is the prehension by God of others where 

God receives into himself. what occurs in .the world. Presumably, 

this nature would not become operative until there were data 

(perishing actual occasions) for God to prehend. He does not, 
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however, prehend all actual occasions positivelyo In this 

sense his consequent nature is·a judgement. It is important 

to note that just as God prehends actual occasions, so do actu~ 

al occasions prehend God. He too, is a source of data for ac

tual occasions. 

When God prehends datum it is transmuted into a living, 

ever-present fact in his consequent nature. God does not 

create the world. but he "saves the world as it passes into 

the immediacy of his own llfe&u34 30 actual occasions com

plete God ':s consequent nature as it moves through time. What 

this nature is depends on other actual occasions and what they 

are. ~rhere is defini tly change and concrescence in this na

ture, and it depends on the creativity of the Universe. This 

s of God's nature is derived from the physical experience 

of the temporal world \'lhich then integrates wi th the primordia" 

nature. 

3UPERJECl' NA'rURE 

Hhitehead does make brief mention of one more nature of 

God. This is his »superject nature." It is tied up with the 

fact that \..rhat he prehends of the world with his consequent 

nature can be made available again to newly ariSing actual 

occasions. In other words. he does'not have to perish in or

der to become datum.. God can be a subject and a superject botl 

at the ~ame time. 

By combin the three natures into one we see that Hhite 

head's God is capable of both physical and conceptual prehen
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sions l:ike all actual entities~ He also manifests creativity 

(at least in his consequent nature). He can derive and contrib

ute data like other actual entities (even though he need not 

perish to contribute). He performs all the functions of actual 

entities vfithin his nature. However, it is his consequent na

tUre that allows h:'i..m to do this. It seems to me that \'ihi tehead 

developed these two natures of God in order to avoid contradic

tion. His first conception of God was a supreme organizer to 

keep order and provide for novelty. lie felt, being influenced 

by tradition, that this God was above man and the universe. 

But he had a system to maintain, and so was faced with the 

problem of fitting God into it. This he did through the con

sequent nature, for he had to be with man in the affairs of 

his life. He had to take a place within the system. 

Let us go on and see h01>'J these two natures apply to the 

actual creativi ty and process which the universe i's undergoing. 

Creativity 

All philosophies have an ultimate which becomes actual in 

respect to its accidentse Most systems have God as their ul

timate or their "Absolute. 1I Whiteheadils Philosophy of Organism 

has "creativity" as its ultimate with God as its primordial 

non-temporal accident. Creativity is the potential becoming 

actual, and this makes up an· occasion of experience. But this 

ultimate, creativity, could do nothing without its prime acci. . 

dent. God. He is the complete ideal harmony through which cre
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ativity achieves actuality.. Nothing could become wlthout 

first being realiz conceptually by God; then it is trans

mitted into the physical world. God and creativity are mutu

ally dependent and have existed together always. 
; 

INI·rIAL AIH 

Creativity is not an actual entity, it is just a meta

physical principle ·common to all thingst God includ .. It is 

pure. formless activity •. It is'.not the reason nor does it 

give reasons for the existence of ttings. It is God Tliho pro

vides all occasions with their initial aim. This is received 

through their hybrid feeling of God as mentioned earlier. In 

this respect God serves as an efficient and final cause. But 

he is only one causal factor among many. Other actual entitie:: 

are efficient causes too, and there is an urge toward self-de

velopment in every occasion. This serves as a final cause. 

Th.ll.s initial aim is one of God's most powerful functions. 

The source of it is God's causal efficacy. It is the initiat

ing move which starts an occaSion on its way to satisfaction. 

It is always the best aim in a given s:ltuation. 'rhis is merelJ 

the originating element directing an occaSion to a goal. The 

rest is up to the individual entity. God is limited by the 

freedom of the occasion to modify its initial aim. God does 

not have foreknowledge of what we 1'rill do.. His p01'ler lies in 

the worship he inspires. He tries to attain value in the 

world through persuasion. He makes available different uluresll 

(etel~al objects). He does not impose his will;: rather he 
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makes use of an overpowering rationality through these differ

ent possibilities. Here his goodness places restrictions on 

soverign power. Plato is the first to talk of the victory of 

persuasion over force;;. 

ORDER 

God of course has an aim too. It is one of bringing 

value to the tvorld.. He does this by establishing an order in 

the world. This is an aesthetic order, not a conceptual or 

cogni tive order. Whitehead sums 'this up by saying God's aim 

is at strength of beauty. To this he devotes the entire last 

section of Adventures of Ideas •. He says that lithe teleology 

of the Universe is directed toward Beauty."35 He says that 

the essential qualities are Truth, Beauty, Adventure.~rtt and 

Peace. So God expects the outcome of the world to be an aes

thetic order. 

SUBJECrIVE AUI 

Beyond'the initial aim of an occasion provided by God 

there is what is ca.lled the "subjective aim." This is the 

occasion itself controlling its own destiny. It is the taking 

over from the inevitable ordering of things (initial aim) to 

a branching out into self-determin.ation. This aim determines 

just what an occasion iSe The subjective aim deals with con

ceptual feelings concerning its immediate present and relevant 

future. 

EVIL 

As a result of subjective aim and self-determination evil 
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arises. God brings good out of evil. but evil is not to be 

considered as a means to good.. Evil is the failure of an oc

casion to acquire some level of beauty. which is God's intent. 

Freedom exists; therefore one can reject God's aim. Evil is a 

risk God takes in providing an initial aim and allowing cre

ativity. Since God prehends actual occasions he must prehend 

-evil. God suffers the evil in actual occasions. 'rhis shows 

that complete determinism does not exist; if it did there 

world be no evil since it is not part of Godts aim. God is a 

part of all occasions and thus feels the evil of occasions. 

He overcomes this with good. 

Evil is brute forc:e and it is unstable. 'rhroughthis ~n-

stability a moral order can take hold. Evil promotes its own 

elimination through destruction. It is positive and destruc

tive where good is positive and creative. The mere fact of 

self-creation implies some loss and decay including frustra

tion and tragedy. Since evil works for its own destruction; 

creative good wins out within the process. 

God is sometimes called the it creator" in irIbi tehead' s 

philosopby_ This stems from his providing the initial aim. 

He only conditions originality, he does not determine it. God 

is just as sub ject to creativi ty as any actual occasion. 11He 

Fis not before all creation, but with all creation. ' (italics 

hiS)36 Creativity remains the principle of novelty, the uni. 

versal of Qniversals, and the ultimate by which an occasion 

becomes .. 
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God and the World 

IN'fERLOCKING RELATI Oli!SHI PS 

"fhe relationship between God and the \~orld is seen to be 

intregal and one of interd,ependence. They are both wi thin 

creative advance; but neither can enjoy this creativity with

out tl1,e other.. Yet these two are in constant contrast with 

each other. For God, permanence is primordial and flux is 

derived' from the 'World .. "For,·tl1e "\vorld, flUx is foremost and, 

.	per~nence comes from God e God is one and absorbs the vI orld' s 

multiplici;ty into his unity" The I/Jorld performs the opposite 

function. God is many in that he acquires the multiplicity 

of data in the World (in his .consequent nature) e So also.• the 

World is ~ because of tmiversal immanence.. ;fney each con

tain a mental and physical pole. In God the mental is prior; 

in the World the physical is prior~ vJhitehead's final summary 

of the contrasting and seemingly contradictory relationship 

between God and the World 

can only be expressed in terms of a group of 
antitheses, whose apparent self-contradiction 
depend on neglect of the diverse categories 
of existence. In each antithesis there is a 
shift of meaning which converts the opposition 
into a contrast. 

It is as true to say that God is permanent 
and the World fluent, as that the World is per
manent and God is fluent. 

It is as true to say that God is one and the 
'vlorld many, as that the vJorld is one and God 
many_ 
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It is as true to say that, in comparison with 
World, God is actual eminently, as that. in 
compaison with God, the world is actual emin
ently. 

It is as true to say that the '\~orld is im
manent in God, as that God is immi)nent in the 
World. 

It is as true to say that God transcends 
the t'Iorld, as that the \oJorld transcends God .. 

It is as true to say that God creates the 
world, as that the L<Jorld creates God 3 37 

PANTHEISN 
With all the emphasis placed on the importance of the 

world it is only natural that Whitehead be accused of pantheism. 

John Cobb makes an important distinction in the qualitative 

difference betlveen God and the 1,~orld in his book A Christ,ian 

Natural 'rheolop':~:> He says God's influence in providing an in

itial aim for an occasion is of tremendously greater importance 

than the influence of any other occasion3 Pantheism says that 

the universe as a whole ts God~ But Whitehead's occasions ac

tually exist apart fvom each other; they are merely united by 

prehension. EVen at this, contemporaries do not prehend one 

another. I dO' not believe one can say that the universe (actu

al entities) is God in Hhitehead's system. Panentheism would 

be a doctrine more rightfully associated with Whitehead. This 

means that God includes the world as a part though not the whol 

of his being. I say this with the distinction of God's two na

tures in mind. His consequent nature would be that part includ

ing the world, ~'1hile his primordial nature vI0uld remain free 

and transcendent. 
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Religion 

\<1h1 tehead' s God is n.ot merely a "metaphysical accident .11 

There 1s a r~li~lous feeling attached to him. This religious 

feeling is characterized by a feeling of refreshment and com

panionship. Such feelings of enrichment indicate the presence 

of the divine. Especially in his two books ~eligion in the Mak

ing and Adventures of Ideas Whitehead speaks of the religious 

availability of God. But one must keep in mind that this aspect 

of God is not essential for his function in the universe 9 White 

head accuses past theologians of paying God "metaphysical com

pliments i
! to establish his religious significance. ~'Jhi tehead 

seems ,to take God out of his system when he speaks of this reli

gious significance. For instance, he hardly mentions it in 

Process and Real1ty where hismetaphys1cs is expla1ned. Rather, 

he uses the two other Qooks mentioned. Religious experience 

was to him an important aspect of human experience. but it .12x 

itself was not enough to justify a God. 

'1'he reli ous God stands out as the persuasion to the fif" 

nal aim of beauty. His concern is the pursuit of the aestheti

cal order mentioned before. Whitehead speaks of God as lithe 

poet of the world. with tender patience leading it by his vi

sion of truth, beautyp and goodness. II ]8 He even calls God a 

spiritual being in Heligion in the Naking.. ligion was some

thing real to Whitehead which could change characters Individu
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al worth arose from religion& Religion is concerned with re

actions to purpose and emotion. Its dogma can not be just 

pleasing ideas but they must seek penetration and clarity. 

Perhaps ~rhi tehead' s best sur~lmary of religion is that it n is 

what the individual does with his own sol i tariness ."39 \H th

out religion, life is pain and misery lighted up by o.ccasional 

enjoyments. 

Although religion is very real to him, Whitehead does not 

uphold anyone religion. He makes many modifications on the 

traditional Christian concept of God which exempts him from 

this religion. Certainly a changeable, growing, imperfect God 

was a drastically new idea. But since that time, this is exact

ly what theologians have been discussing. 'fhe possibility that 

God does not know our future actions and that tve must influence 

him if he is to be with us--these are questions being dealt 

l'li th today. 'rhis does not say that God is different now, rath

er it advocates the idea that our understanding of him is chang

ing, growing, becoming clearer. But this is subject matter for 

theologians and. not Nithin the scope of this paper. 

l,lfhi tehead has tried to fit God into his system as best 

he can, for he does not want God to be "stuck on l
' to his system 

to answer unrationalized religious emotions. He tries to bend 

and twist as much as he can to make the God of his metaphYSical 

system religiously available. His attempts seem to~~airlY suc

cessful in light of God's final aim i.e. persuading us to a 

II strength of beauty. 11 
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CONCLUSION 

Whitehead has been successful; he did break out into a 

new philosophical system. His scheme is quite comprehensive, 

covering many areas. including a variety of philosophical pOint. 
, 

Hhi tehead' s attempt has been at maldng his ph osophy as all-

encompassing and as near perfect as possible. But he does not 

claim to have settled everything. by any means. Due to weak

nesses of insight and deficiencies in language, uPhilosophers 

can never hope finally to formulate these metaphysical first 

principles.,,40 

But l,tJhi tehead has made a very signj,:(icant contribution to 

philosophy and also to theology. Be has been a cont'ributor to 

modern process thought in both fields. He had history to use 

as a basis for his concept of God, but obviously he did not let 

this confine him in any way. He gave hls own ideas of God, 

many of which lnere self-imposed because of his metaphysical set 

up. Actually, in proportion, ,Whitehead spoke very little of 

God. His major work consists of 533 pages, and only the last 

15 are directed tOi'J'ard God. In other works God is rarely men.,..' 

tioned p with the exception of Religion in the I'laking and Adven

tures of Ideas 11here a chapter or two is reserved for God. When 

he does speak of God he gives him special attributes or powers. 

He make him an exception to his categories .. calls him 

an "accident" which he then must qualify to be a primordial, 

non-temporal accident. With those qualificati9ns he hardly 
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an accident anymore. 

t!Jhat he does say about God is unclear and inconsistent in 

many cases. W"hi tehead was aw-are of this.. ae k.ae't'J he was hav

ing problems with the entity "Godn and no matter how he ap::

proached it. there was still something which was not quite 

right. He says in his essay on "Immortality" (one of the last 

things he wrote) that his discussion of God was not based on 

absolute certainty, and that. at best, human concepts give only 

a tmpse of the nature of God. 41 I think he was right on this 

point, and this idea leads all philosophies to the same diffi

culty. God is the supreme actual entity, meaning above other 

actual entities. k;Jhi tehead himself had to submit to this by 

creating the primordial nature of God.. He did what he could 

in relating God to his system; he even brought in the religious 

availability of God by which he persuades everything to a 

strength of beauty in trying to show God~s immanence. But it 

is very hard to bring God down to man's level in a philosophi~ 

cal system. 

Whitehead1s contribution to philosophy has been an inspir

ation to many as well as a springboard into process thought. 

Whitehead leaves US p as must all pr9cess philosophers, on a 

challenging note. He says the future is ours to determine. 

It \-dll be lfrhat all actual entities make it, God included. It 

will consist of the past and present data and the ideal possi

bilities which are before us. The direction creativity takes 

and whether or not the final aim will be r,sached, depends upon 
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the present actual entities, what kind of data they leave 

behind, and how this data is used by those that are to come. 
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FOOTNo'rES 

INTRODUCTION 

1. PH P ~ 20. 

CHAPTER I 

1. 	 Sr'lW p. 50. 

2. 	 PR p. 4. 

3. 	 BMW p~ vii-viii 

4. 	 PR p. 27. 

5. 	 Evolution ~ the Christian Doctrine of Creation, p. 174 
This is how Nr. Overman deals with this question, but it 
still seems unsatisfactory. Even if for a "fleeting mo
ment U an actual occasion were nutterly alone" it ~'lould 
not be part of the system. 

6. 	 In AI (p. 1£39) \\Jhi tehead calls the human body tta set of 

occasions miraculously coordinated so as to pour its 

inheritance into various regions within the brain." 


7. 	 PR p .. 434. 

8. 	 PR 374.p~ 

9. 	 H.r'1 p. 104+ 

10. PR p. 517. 

11. PR p. 73· 

12 .. PH p. 73. 

13. C.E&i1. Joad. GUide to PhilosoEh~, p. 579. 

14. Dorthy Bmmet t \iJhi tehead' s Philosophy of Organism, p. 87. 

p~15. See PR 35. 

16. PH p. 41. 

17. See RI'i p. 111. 
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18. PR p. 207 .. 

19 e PH p. ix. 

20. 	 AI p. 177. 

21. 	 It is the prehension of presentational immediacy that is 
called feeling.. This feeling is what is called concept 
or thought in other systems. 

CHAPTER II 

22. 	 AI p. 172 .. 

23. 	 AI p. 208. 

24. 	 Daniel Williams, ~hat Present Day Theologians Are Saying. 
p. 73· 

25. 	 PR po 521. 

26. 	 SIvIH p. 179 .. 

27. 	 PH p. 28 .. 

28. 	 See PH p. l1t EN p. 91. 

29. 	 Whitehead does speak to this in PH (p. 134) where he 
admits to the exception of the derivate character of 
conceptual feelings. 

30. 	 PR po 521. 

31. 	 SMW p .. 178. 

32. 	 PH p. 48. 

33. p. 19. 

34 .. p. 525· 

35. 	 AI 'pe 284. 

36. 	 PR p. '. 521. 

37. 	 PH p. 528. 

38 .. PR p. 526. 

liN po 16.39 • 
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CONCLUSION 

40. PH p. 6. 

41. nImmortali ty" in The Philosophy of A.N. 'Whitehead, ed •. 
P.A. Schilpp, p. ~8. -- ---
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